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Abstract— A three story damaged school building which has
developed multiple cracks in floor slabs is investigated and
analyzed. The building vertical load paths are determined and
failure patterns studied. The retrofitting (strengthening) measures
are worked out. The building is provided with suitable
strengthening features to limit the damage and prevent future
damages.
Index Terms— Cracks, retrofit, strengthening, yield-line.

I. INTRODUCTION
The large numbers of school buildings particularly in India
are constructed of brick masonry and unfortunately many of
them are non-engineered structures and typical representative
of traditional construction, as a result of which many of them
are vulnerable to some serious kind of damage particularly in
case of earthquakes. Keeping in view these facts, it was
decided to evaluate and rectify a school building with
structural deficiencies and fortunately we were able to locate
one such school. The school building is located 7 km’s from
Srinagar city center. It is a three story load bearing masonry
structure with an overall floor area of 131.6 m2. It is 10 years
old construction. The building is complex with RCC slabs at
both levels with many overhanging projections. Though the
school building looks safe from outside, but the cracks that
were described by the owner and later on observed during the
inspection compels for thorough evaluation and immediate
retrofitting. Besides this, the building has many props that
were installed after the construction. These props are mainly
provided under the cantilever beams and overhang
projections resulting in conversion of member from
cantilever to simply supported, leading to reversal of stresses.
The plan of the school building is also irregular. The school
consists of large openings and during inspection many
structural cracks were found at overhang projections that hint
towards inadequate negative reinforcement at supports.
Many other structural checks were performed that
determined analysis and retrofitting of the building.

2. Monitoring is done in case where the cause of damage,
observed during visual inspection of the building are not
evident, long term observations of the building’s behavior are
many times needed to know the actual reason, not all
observed damage can be attributed to a single cause. For this
purpose the structure is instrumented with displacement
strain and vibration transducers and used to monitor the
dynamic effects of structure. Settlement and tilting of the
structure are measured with geodetic methods. The closings
of the cracks are measured with deformeters; whereas
velocity transducers are in most cases used for monitoring the
dynamic effects.
3. Analysis is done- Evaluation and the analysis are started
adopting the suitable methods. The various analytical
methods available for evaluation of masonry structures are
mainly governed by the masonry design codes IS: 1905 and
SP: 20 the two BIS (Bureau of Indian standards). FEMA- 232
is a beautiful illustration of Homebuilders guide [2].
a. Vertical load on walls at various walls is calculated first. If
load on the wall at level 1 is ‘w1’ then pressure on solid
masonry wall ‘p1’ at various levels for a thickness of ‘t’ is
given by:
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b. Horizontal load analysis is performed for earthquake load
by equivalent static method adopted by IS-1893 [3];
whereby, base shear ‘VB’ is

V =

× ×
×

×

(3)

Z = Zone Factor, I = Importance Factor, Sa/g = Acceleration
coefficient, R= Reduction Factor.
Lateral Load distribution ‘Qi’ is given by:
=
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Pressures at various levels are:

II. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of evaluating the un-reinforced masonry
buildings is described by FEMA 307 [1].
1. Inspection is done by visual examination of the building,
and the overall information about the structural system is
obtained and possible errors regarding the structural layout
construction and maintenance are identified. The condition of
the structural and non-structural elements is verified and
possible damage documented and categorized.
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∑

Wi = Seismic Weight of story ‘i’, Hi = Story ‘i’ Height.
c. Slab Analysis is performed by ‘Yield line Analysis’, which
is based on the external energy expended is equal to internal
energy dissipated. Ultimate moment along the yield line for
slabs is ‘m:
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n = ultimate load on slab, L= span, i1 and i2 = ratios of
supports to mid-span moments in two directions for one-way
slab.
For two way slab, ‘m’ is:
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‘ar’ & ‘br’= side length of slabs.
4. Non-Destructive testing- Radar
adar tomography or impact
echo testing and reinforcement detector is used to detect the
reinforcement and qualitative data regarding the general
structure of the masonry walls.
5. Retrofitting- This is strengthening of the walls and the
floors and their connections against lateral loads. Lateral load
resistance is generally improved, continuity introduced in
connections, weakness removed and brittle failure avoided.
Cracks can be rectified by use of epoxy and wire meshing
generally. However, local modification in walls and openings
and global modification
ication in symmetry of plan is also done
do to
strengthen the buildings. Besides,, the connections are
modified by proper anchoring, new walls added and old
strengthened by repair and restoration.
III. CASE
A. Top floor plan of the load bearing masonry
mas
building is
given in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict the first floor and
ground floor respectively. The preliminary investigation
states following problems: a. Slabb cracks in Top and first
Floor (Fig. 4a), b. some minor wall cracks. This is judged due
to a. Probability of less reinforcement than required in slabs,
slabs
b. Overhead projection without proper structural action (Fig.
4b). So the analysis is broken into wall analysis and slab
analysis.

Fig. 2 Plan of First Floor and Unstable Walls in Blue

Fig. 3 Plan of Ground Floor and unstable walls in blue

Fig. 1 Plan of Top Floor and Unstable Walls in Blue

Analysis for walls is performed (Stability, Earthquake
considerations, compression, tension and shear analysis) and
checked for failure under vertical loads, the walls which are
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A. Cracks in Slab

B.. Overhead Projections
Fig. 4

in red in Fig. 1 for Top floor, are susceptible to such failure
and walls in blue are unstable. Similar is the case depicted in
Fig. 2 and 3. From above, it is found that only 7% of walls are
unsafe for vertical and lateral loads; however, majority of
them don’t meet the earthquake considerations. Further,
about 40% of walls in Top story are liable to shear failure.
B. The slab analysis is performed by breaking the slabs
sl
into
individual panels and implementing yield lines [4]. For each
panel, the loaded moments
ents are calculated (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6)
and reinforcement required is determined. The reinforcement
provided is checked by bar detector (Fig.
Fig. 7).
7 Thereby flexural
check is performed. Besides, the shear check and deflection
check is performed to gain additional
onal information. For top
slab given in Fig. 5, the panel 6 is failing in flexure while
wh as
for first slab given in Fig. 6, panel H, I, J are failing in flexure
and shear after check. It is seen that overall bearing strength
of soil is less than 50T/m2 and is safe in bearing strength.
C. Retrofitting- The walls that are not safe in shear are
recommended to be provided with bands that give particular
shear strength. This Lintel band is of dimensions 10cm depth
x width 23cm x full length of wall is provided as per IS:
IS 1905
in 15% of the walls as wall shear strengthener [5].

Fig. 6 Moments calculated by ‘Yield Line Analysis’
Bottom Slab

Fig. 7 Bottom Reinforcement Provided in Top Floor Slab
Fig. 5 Moments calculated by ‘Yield Line Analysis’ Top
Slab

In 14% of the walls, corner strengthening is provided as
corner reinforcement of 12mm dia. Fe415. Besides, in 65%
of walls the opening stiffener is provided as Jambs of 8mm
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dia. Fe415. FEMA 547 is a commentary on rehabilitation
techniques to be used in buildings [6].
The study of the Slab cracks is done in done. This is done in
following stages:
1. Pre-Retrofitting analysis
2. Retrofitting and analysis
3. Post-Retrofitting Check
Various structural problems are discussed:
1. Panel ‘J’ of First Slab above ground floor has developed
torsional cracks as in Fig. 6 in previous page. On preliminary
investigation, it is judged that this is due to excessive
unsymmetrical loading through a prop above the slab as
shown in Fig. 7. The loading generated on the slab panel is
shown in Fig. 8 below. It is found that the reinforcement
provided is enough to support the panel, however there is
eccentric load from above leading to torsion. Remedy
suggested is a prop below at end of landing and provision of
an angle section on two sides around the prop to a
considerable distance, acting composite with the slab at the
newly introduced slab. Due to this remedy, the moments in
the slab are re-distributed by 5% leading to decrease in
torsion of slab. Besides there is no need of any further bottom
reinforcement along any direction; as already compensated
by distribution steel. There is no need for any additional top
reinforcement along x-direction (Fig. 7) as the moments are
transferred to the composite angle sections provided. Also,
there is no need for any additional top reinforcement along
y-direction as moments is resisted well by the existing
reinforcement. The prop is designed for base shear load of
107.38 KN and a rolled steel tube ‘IS 200 Heavy’ is provided.
A base plate 450mm x 450mm x 30mm is provided after
designing for a critical moment of 24838.04 N-mm. The
complete retrofitting drawing of Panel J is shown in Fig. 9.
2. Panel ‘I’ of First Slab above ground floor has also
developed torsional cracks as in Fig. 6 in previous page. On
preliminary investigation, it is judged that this is due to
excessive concentrated load. Moreover, on analysis, it is seen
that there is not sufficient tensile reinforcement in either
direction. The slab panel is cantilevered and reinforcement
provided is less by 34% in one direction and 44% in other
direction. Remedy suggested is a provision of two props at
the extremities of the cantilever projection. These would
ensure transfer of torsional moments and loads to the soil
through a proper foundation. An I-Beam between the two
props is also provided in order to transfer the slab load
uniformly to the props. It is made composite with slab panel.
After introduction of prop, the moments generated in slab
panel are re-distributed and decreased. The existing
reinforcement is enough to resist these re-distributed loads.
So, there is no need of any further bottom reinforcement
along any direction; as already compensated by distribution
steel. Besides, there is no need for any additional top
reinforcement along x-direction (Fig. 10). An I-beam
ISLB-100 is provided to resist the loads acting on it. The prop
provided is ISHT 200 and the base plate connection of beam
with slab is a 450mm x 450mm x 30mm steel plate Fe415.
Fig. 11 depicts the retrofitting of the Panel ‘I’.

Fig. 7 Panel ‘J’ with Location of Prop and Cracking

Fig. 8 Load Pattern on panel ‘J’

Fig. 9

Fig. 10 Panel I with Yield Line Depiction for Props

Fig. 11
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3. Panel ‘H’ of First Slab above ground floor has developed
flexural cracks. Besides, by visual inspection it can be seen
that there is excessive unsymmetrical concentrated load (Fig.
12). On analyzing, it was found that there is not enough
tensile reinforcement to resist the flexural forces, which is
short by 19% at critical location. Remedy is providing two
props at the extremities of the cantilever projection. These
would ensure transfer of torsional moments and a proper load
transfer mechanism to through the foundation. Besides, an
I-Beam along the longer dimension of the cantilever between
the props which is made composite. On introduction of props,
the moment resistance is re-distributed and decreased by 15%
at the critical location. There is no need of any further bottom
reinforcement along any direction; as already compensated
by distribution steel. Besides, there is no need for any
additional top reinforcement along shorter direction as
moment to be resisted is by far less than moment resisted by
reinforcement provided. However, props are required to
transfer the torsional moments & concentrated loads. Further
an I-Beam is required in order to transfer the loads uniformly
as presumed in the yield line analysis. I-Beam ISMB 200 is
provided and the props provided are ISHT 200 as shown in
Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12 Panel ‘H’ Crack and Yield lines

Fig. 13
IV. CONCLUSION
The case study discussed is a characteristic example of how
to retrofit a damaged building. The building is strengthened
for earthquakes and cracks are repaired and structural
elements retrofitted.
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